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SafeGrip™ for iPad® mini
K67795EU

Product Description

The iPad Mini is an amazing tool that is rapidly being implemented in organizations  around the globe. It opens up
a whole new world of hands-on learning, productivity and opportunities for users. However those sensitive
electronic devices can take a real beating—particularly in shared use environments. That’s where the Kensington
SafeGrip comes in. The SafeGrip preserves everything we all love about the iPad Mini, while adding rugged,
padded protection that different environments outside the office demand. SafeGrip also adds features users need,
like a burly handle for carrying that not only prevents drops and accidents but even doubles as a handy two-
position stand for viewing and typing. The iPad Mini screen is always at risk of damage, so the SafeGrip provides
complete screen protection against scratches and smudges. It also features a stylus holder, since a stylus can
really help keep oily fingers off the screen while also aiding accuracy.

The SafeGrip is ideally suited to younger users in education and at home. The iPad mini is perfect for small hands
and big imaginations. No wonder more and more schools around the world are adding the iPad mini as the learning
tool of choice.  You want them to have fun, learn and discover the world as only an iPad allows.  Yet kids will be
kids! The SafeGrip features rugged handle for little hands, stylus holders to avoid loss and a personalization slot, to
prevent classroom skirmishes over which iPad belongs to which student. Don’t risk losing a minute of valuable time
or your investment due to a broken iPad. Protect your investment with the iPad case made for the shared-use
environment.

Features

• Tough, padded protection against drops and bumps

• Built to survive the outdoors, kids and shared-use environments

• Protects screen against scratches and smudges

• Handle for carrying, ideal for kids and prevents drops

• Handle doubles as a stand with type and view modes

• Built-in stylus holder and personalization pocket

• Preserves access to all ports

• Protects iPad mini

• iPad not included

Specifications

• Brand Apple

• My Device iPad Mini

• Protection Back Protection, Drop Protection

Product information

Gross weight 0.2585kg

Retail Packaging Information

Depth 23mm
Width 243mm
Height 245mm
Gross weight 0.306kg
UPC# 5028252376990
Unit quantity 1

Master Case Information

Depth 263mm
Width 265mm
Height 270mm
Gross weight 3.392kg
UPC# 5028252377065
Unit quantity 10

Shipping Information

Country of origin CN
Minimum Order Quantity 10

General information

Colour Green


